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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues our work [14, 16, 171 on obtaining spectral characteriza- 
tions of the Markov property for stationary Gaussian fields on d-dimensional 
Euclidean space Rd. Several authors have recently worked on this and related 
problems; we note especially Kallianpur and Mandrekar [6], Kotani [7], Kotani 
and Okabe [B], and Molchan [12]. We also mention the papers of McKean 
[lo] and Molchan [l l] on Levy’s Brownian motion, which have shaped further 
developments in the area, and the Rozanov paper [19], where analogous 
groblems for processes on integer lattices are solved in nearly complete generality. 
In this same context we mention Chay [2]. 
The main novel feature in the present work is that the fields are not assumed 
to be completely nondeterministic and we are forced to analyze the role of 
singular spectral measures. We have also extended our analysis to a larger class 
of fields which we call L-Markovian. These fields are the continuous analogues 
of the L-fields studied by Rozanov in the lattice case [19]. The present work is 
in fact largely a continuous version of Rozanov’s paper. In addition, we mention 
that a number of technical improvements on our earlier work have resulted by 
combining our techniques from [16] with those of Lin in [9]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let X(t), t E Rd, be a real or complex valued mean zero stationary Gaussian 
process with finite spectral measure d(A), 
lx(t) x(s)= 1 exp[i(t - s) * A] d(dh), t, s E Rd 
Rd 
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were t * X denotes the standard Euclidean inner product. For SC Rd we write 
2(X, S) for the closed (in mean square) linear span of the variables X(t) with 
t E S and we set 2(X, S) = n{.#‘(X, 0) : 0 1 S and 0 is open}. Throughout 
this paper we write S for the closure of S, SC for the complement of S, and S, 
for the c-neighborhood of S. 
For a fixed compact set L C Rd, which contains the origin, the L-boundary 
of S is written aLS and defined as 
a,s=(S+L)nE 
The orthogonal projection operator (“conditional expectation”) onto 2(X, S) 
will be written B( 1 S). 
The field X(t) will be called L-Markovian with respect to the set SC Rd if 
for each t E S 
s(x(t) 1 SC) EsP(X, a,s>. (24 
If (2.1) holds and Ll 3 L then X(t) is L,-Markovian with respect to S. 
Terminology has not yet been standardized, but X(t) will be Markovian in 
the sense of [7, 8, 161 iff f or each bounded neighborhood L of the origin, X(t) is 
L-Markovian with respect to each bounded open set S. 
For d = 1 and 7 > 0, Dym and McKean [4, p. 3401 proved that a completely 
nondeterministic X(t) with spectral density d(X) is [-7, T]-Markovian with 
respect to half-lines iff d-l(X) agrees a.e. with the restriction to R1 of an entire 
function f(z) of exponential type no greater than T, i.e., as ( z I-+ OD lim sup 
1 z I-1 log 1 f(z)1 < 7. Of course, since X(t) is nondeterministic d(X) must also 
satisfy 
s m (1 + X2)-llogd(h)dh > --co. --m (2.2) 
Attempts to prove similar results with d > 1 have been partially successful 
but always at the expense of assuming conditions much stronger than (2.2), 
e.g., d-l(h) is lo c all y integrable and for some K > 0, 
s m t-2 log(sup {d-l(h) : K < I h 1 < t}) dt < co. K (2.3) 
In the present work we replace (2.3) with weaker integrated versions, but they 
are still much stronger than (2.2). 
To state our results we need some terminology. Let L C Rd be compact and 
let f(z) = f(~i ,..., xd) be an entire analytic function of exponential type. We 
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will say that f(z) is of strong exponential type L provided that for each c > 0 
there exists an entire function d(z) # 0 of exponential type Q for which 
s RdI 4O)f@)l dh <=J,and (2.4) 
I 
exp(--it . A) $(A) f (A) dh = 0 for t&L,. (2.4.2) 
Rd 
Comment. When L = -L is convex it is seen by the multidimensional 
Paley-Wiener theorem of Plancherel and Polya that for square integrable f, 
the concepts of exponential type L and strong exponential type L coincide. 
In addition, when d = 1 it follows from a theorem of Beurling and Maliavan [l] 
that an entire function f (z) of exponential type r is of strong exponential type 
T iff lzm(l + X2)-l 1 log 1 f(A)/ I dX < co. For d > 1 we do not know equivalent 
conditions to strong exponential type. 
For h = (A, ,..., h,)ERdandh>OwewriteR(A,h)={x~Rd:I~i-AXiI<~, 
i = l,..., d}. If A(dh) is a spectral measure we write A(dX) = A,(h) dX + A,(dX) 
for the Lebesgue decomposition of A into absolutely continuous and singular 
parts. We now state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose X(t) is L-Markovian with respect to spheres and half- 
spaces. Suppose also that L is contained in the cube R(0, T) and that for some 
positive numbers h and K with 
h < (dT)-l log 2 (2.5) 
A(dX) satisfies 
s 
m 
s-~ log W(s) ds > - a~, (2.6) 
K 
where W(s) = inf{A(R(X, h)): K < / /\ I < s}. Then A, + 0 and A;‘(X) agrees 
a.e. with the restriction to Rd of an entire function F(X) of strong expozential type L. 
By strengthening the condition (2.6) we can prove more while assuming a 
weaker Markov property. 
THEOREM 2. If X(t) is L-Markovian with respect to spheres and if A,(X) 
satis$es 
I 
m (1 + s2)-l log w(s) ds < co (2.7) 
0 
where W(S) = s~p{j~(~,rb A;‘(x) dx : 0 < I X I < s], then F(h) = A;‘(h) is the 
restriction to Rd of an entire function of strong exponential type L. Moreover, the 
singular measure A,(dh) is supported on the set Z = (h E Rd : F(h) = O}. 
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Conversely, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let F(/\) > 0 be the restriction to Rd of a nonzero entire function 
of strong exponential type L. Suppose also that the measure with density A,(A) = 
F-l(h) is finite and satisfies (2.7). If A,(dh) is a finite measure supported on 2 = 
(F(h) = 0} and c 3 0 is a constant then A(dh) = cF-l(X) d/\ + A,(dh) is the 
spectral measure of a process X(t), which is L-Markovian with respect to each 
compact set. 
Comments. When A, is assumed absent these theorems are improvements on 
the existing results in [7, 8, 161. W e a so, 1 observe that the theorems and proofs 
only require minor modifications in the context of generalized Gaussian fields. 
Note that because F-l(X) must be locally integrable, the set 2 = {h E Rd : 
F(h) = 0} is empty when d = 1 or 2. Thus, for d = 1 and 2 Markov processes 
satisfying conditions (2.6) or (2.7) do not exist for which both A, and A, are 
nonzero. 
Finally, we observe that if F > 0 is of strong exponential type L and 4 3 0 
is of exponential type E with J+(h) F(A) dh < co then 1 $F(t)l is even. From this 
we can conclude that F(X) is actually of strong exponential type L, = -L n L, 
and thus, any L-Markov process that satisfies (2.7) is actually La-Markov. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For a mean zero second-order stationary process X(t) there exists an isometric 
isomorphism between &‘(X, Rd) and the weighted L2 space L2(A) with norm 
llf lld = (.I- I f @)I2 WW2. Th is is determined by the correspondence X(t) ++ 
exp(it . h) and then extended by linearity. x(X, S) goes onto the function space 
H(A, S) = s{exp(it * h) : t E S}CL2(A) 
and 2(X, S) goes onto 
R(A,S)-n(H(A,O):03SandOisopen}. 
The study of the spaces 2(X, S) may be replaced by studying the function 
spaces f7(A, S). W e note in particular the following conditions, each of which 
is equivalent to the L-Markov property of X(t) with respect to the set S: 
(3.1.1) For each s E S the projection f(A) of exp(is . h) onto fp(A, SC) is 
contained in a(A, &S). 
(3.1.2) The orthogonal complement of ff(A, SC) in H(A, Rd) equals the 
orthogonal complement of f7(A, 8,s) in H(A, S + L). 
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DEFINITION 3.2 (see [16, Sect. 41). Let d(A) be a finite measure on Rd 
and let S be a bounded subset of the dual Euclidean space. We call A(dh) 
regular at S if there exists a sequence ($,(A)> of entire functions on cd which 
satisfy 
(a) & is of exponential type not greater than n-r; 
(b) the sequence &(h)> is non-negative and uniformly bounded on Rd; 
(c) +JX) -+ 1 as n -+ co for all h E Cd; 
(d) if E > 0 is sufficiently small and n is sufficiently large then the multi- 
plication operator #% : f(A) + +,&I) f(A) * IS b ounded from H(A, SJ to L2(Rd, dX). 
More precisely, (d) states that there are constants E,, , n,, and B, = B(n, E) 
defined for n > n, and E < c0 with 
f I bnth>ft412 dh < Bn2 llfllf, 
for f~ H(A, S,). (3.2) 
Clearly, for T C S, with E < E,, , if A is regular at S it is also regular at T. 
Because such sequences will occur frequently we shall call any sequence $,, 
satisfying (a), (b), and (c), but not necessarily (d), a mollifying sequence. 
If we denote the volume of Se+2n-l by o and set M = sup{] t 1 : t E Se+2n-l}, 
it is an elementary deduction from (3.2) along with the Paley-Wiener theorem 
and the Plancherel theorem that for any finite sumf(z) = C ut exp(it * z) with 
tES,andzECd, 
I hMft4l B %tW2 IlflL expW I Im 2 I>. (3.3) 
Letting C = sup{ 1 I&(A)] : 1z > 1 and h E Rd} gives the uniform bound I $&)I < 
C exp(l z I/n). By [16, Lemma 2.31, we get for tt > e-l. 
(3.4) 
where H = 6 - log E and K = 68 - 20 log E. Since (3.4) holds for a dense 
set off in H(A, S,), we may use it to define f (a) for all z E Cd so that both (3.3) 
and (3.4) are valid for each f E H(A, S,). The resulting functions f (2) are locally 
uniform limits of entire functions, and thus, they are entire. By (3.4), they are 
of exponential type, and by (3.3), they are of strong exponential type S, . 
We summarize this with 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A(dX) be regular at S. Then H(A, S) may be identified 
as a linear space of entire functioti f(z) of strong expotwntiul type S satisfring 
(3.3) and (3.4). 
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We will also need the following result which, except for very minor details, 
is proven in [16, Sect. 4; 171. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) Let A be regular at S and S be compact. If f E L2(Rd, dX) 
andif 
f(t) = (2n)-di2 j exp(--it * A) f (X) dX 
wanishes a.e. on SC then f E s(S, A). 
(ii) If A is aZso regular at T and T is compact then 
&A, S n T) = il(d, S) n &A, T). 
The next proposition is useful in establishing conditions that imply regularity. 
It is the multidimensional version of DufEn and Schaeffer’s Lemma 2 [3] and 
is a refinement on Lin’s Lemmas 1 and 2 [9]. The following conventions for 
multi-indices will be used: 
and 
Dn = a’“‘/ax,“l . . . 8x2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let h > 0 and 0 < T < r be Jixed. For integer Zattice 
points n = (n, ,..., nd) choose points 1, = (~&),..., &)) ad X, = (Un),..., 
h,(n)) in Rd with h, E R(Z,, , h). Suppose that there exist positive constants A and B 
for which 
A 113112 < C 13V,J12 G B 113112 (3.5) 
holds for each f EL2(R(0, T), dt). Then 
; I3(4s) -30,)12 < A-lBC2 c I3(Z,&“, (3.6) 
where C = (eehT - 1). 
Proof. By Taylor’s theorem 
3&J -3&J = C (W W%z)& - 4Jk. 
k#O 
Using I Zi(n) - &(n)l Q h gives 
If’&> -3(L)l < c VW D%L> h’“‘. 
k#O 
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Multiplying and dividing the terms on the right by plkl (p > 0) we have by 
Schwartz’s inequality 
IP&) -.&>I2 < c ($‘“‘h!)-1 1 Dk3(&&)\2 . c (h!)-l(ph)W 
k#O k#O 
The second sum equals (ed(phja - 1). For the first sum we note 
wf(4 = cwd’2 /R(o T) exp(--it * h)(--it)“f(t) dt 
and by (3.5) 
; I Dk3(L)12 < B II WI2 < BT2” llf!l”. 
Thus, L&o (4-l~~‘~’ I D” 3(L)12 < B( ed(rlp)’ - 1) Ilfl12. Setting p2 = T/h 
and applying (3.5) gives the desired result. 
Choosing Z, = n gives A = B = 1 and llfl12 = C I 3(n)12. Applying the 
triangle inequality to (3.6) for dhT < log 2 we see 
(2 - edhT>” C I 3(412 d 1 I f(U12 < e2dhT C I 3(412. (3.7) 
With h = Q and T < d-l2 log 2 it is clear that any measure p(dh) which for 
some 6 > 0 and all n satisfies 6 < p(R(n, 4)) < 6-l must also satisfy 
S(2 - e dT/2)2 ll3ll ,< 1 I3 (h)12p(d4 < &-ledT 113112, (3.8) 
for eachf eL2(R(0, T), dt). Finally, by changing variables and invoking Lemma 4 
of Lin’s paper [9] we can state 
PROPOSITION 4. Let T and h > 0 satisfr Th < d-l log 2 and let p(dX) be such 
that as 1 n I + 0~). Then lim sup p(R(2nh, h)) < cc and lim inf p(R(2nh, h)) > 0. 
Then there exist positive A and B such that for each f E L2(R(0, T), dt), 
Proposition 1 together with the next result give a partial extension of results 
of Orevkova [13] and Presnjakova [18]. 
PROPOSITION 5. A sqjkient condition that a finite measure A is regular at 
R(0, T) is thatfor some h < (dT)-l log 2 and so112e constant K > 0, 
s 
co 
s-~ log W(s) ds > - a~, 
K 
where W(s) = inf(A(R(h, h)) : K < 1 X j < s>. 
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Proof. For s > K set 01(s) = IVl[s + 2/~(d)~/7. Then 01(s) is an increasing 
positive function and by the results of Inozemcev and Marcenko [5] there 
exists an even entire function @p(z) of exponential type 1 whose restriction to 
R1 is positive, satisfies Q(X) = O(l x ]-(d+z)) and such that for 71 > 1, @(n-Q) a(s) 
is bounded on s > K. For h E cd we set &(h) = @[(hi2 f *** + hd”)‘/“/n]. 
Then {+Jh)} is a mollifying sequence. To show that condition (d) of Definition 
3.2 is satisfied we introduce the measures p%(dA) = &,‘(A) d(A). For h E Rd, 
where $&,,) = max{#,(x): x E R(X, A)). But A(R(h, h)) > CC’(I A, I), and thus, 
for I X I > K CL@(& 4) is bounded below. Now fix E > 0 such that 
dh( T + l ) < log 2 and letf(h) be a finite sumx a, exp(it - A) with t E R(0, T+E). 
Then for n with &(T + E + n-l) < log 2 we have 
I‘ I fW2 WA) = 1 I f(4 u912 Pn(4, 
and by Proposition 4 there exists a constant A,, with 
I I f(h) M412 dx < Ai2 I I f@>l” 4W (3.9) 
Since (3.9) holds for a dense set off it holds for all f E ff(d, R(0, T)) and the 
proof is complete. 
The next result when combined with Proposition 5 completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 6. If A(dX) is regular at L and if X(t) is L-Markovian with 
respect to spheres and half-spaces then A,(h) + 0 and A;‘(h) is the restriction to 
Re of an entire function of strong exponential type L. 
We break the proof into three parts. 
(I) A,(A) + 0 and for each E > 0, A;‘(A) = g(h)/h(h) where g and h are 
entire with g of strong exponential type L, and h is of exponential type E. 
This shows that if Ai1 is entire it is of strong exponential type L. 
(II) If y E Rd is fixed then for a. a. x E Rd, A;‘(x + ty) is an entire 
function of t E $?l. 
(III) The proof is completed by [16, Lemma 6.11, which asserts that 
any function A;’ satisfying (I) and (II) is entire. 
Proof of (I). We let S = {t : I t I < C} where E is small enough that A(dh) is 
regular at L, . Let f(X) be the projection of 1 onto f7(A, SC). By the Markov 
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property f E @A, 8,s). By Proposition 2, 1 4 g(A, a,S) and thus g(A) EE 
1 - f(h) 9 0. For t $ S, 0 = s exp(it * A) g(X) d(dX) and by Fourier inversion, 
g(A) d(dh) = h(h) dh where h(X) + 0 is an L2 entire function of type E. Thus, 
d,(h) qik 0. Since h(h) is entire both g(h) and h(h) are a.e. nonzero, and thus, 
&l(A) = g(h)/h(h). S’ mce g E fl(d, 8,s) C s(d, L,), Proposition 1 shows g is 
entire of strong exponential type L, . The proof of (I) is complete. 
Proof of (II). T o simplify notation and without loss of generality we will 
show for a.e. fixed r = (X, ,..., hd) that d;‘(X, , 7) = d;‘(X, ,..., hd) is an entire 
function of h, . 
Let ar(&) denote the projection or marginal distribution of d(dX) on the 
hyperplane (/\r = 0} and let /3(~, dh,) be the conditional distribution of X1 given 
T. Suppose L C (h: -1 < X1 < 1} and set L’ = [--I, I]. The analysis in [14, 
Sect. 91 shows that except for an exceptional set of Q- with a-measure zero, 
P(T, dh,) is the spectral measure of a stationary Gaussian process Y,(s), s E RI, 
that is L’-Markovian with respect to half-lines. 
A nonzero entire function of exponential type $(a), z E cl, that is bounded 
on R1 satisfies s(l + s2)-l 1 log 1$(s) /I ds < co, and thus, d,(h) as the ratio 
of entire functions of strong exponential type will satisfy 
s 
O3 (1 + hr2)-1 I logd(h, , T)I dh, < co, for a.a.7. 
--a0 
This shows that for a.a.7 the process YJs) is not completely deterministic. We 
formalize the next step as 
LEMMA 7. Let {Y(s), --co < s < CD} be [-1, I]-Murkooiun with respect to 
half-lines. If Y(t) is not completely deterministic it is completely nondeterministic. 
Proof. Let p(dh) = pa(X) dA + pu,(dh) be the spectral measure. By the 
Wold decomposition for nondeterministic processes, 
n WJ, (-co, n)) = n H(P, h ao)) = {f EL2(R1, 1-4 :f (4 = 0 a. e. [W. 
n n 
SW L2(R1, ,uJ. 
Thus, if ps # 0, n(p, (---co, 1)) n f7(~, (-1, co)) will contain a nonzero 
function that vanishes a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure, and by the Markov 
property this function will belong to R(,u, (-1,l)). However, this is impossible 
since s(l + h2)-l log pa(h) dA > -CO, and this implies (see, e.g., [15]) that 
fl(p, (-1,l)) contains only entire functions. 
Returning to the proof of (II), we see that for a.a.7, Y,(s) is completely non- 
deterministic and by the result of Dym and McKean mentioned earlier (see also 
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[15]); for a.e.7, ,&T, dX,) = /3(~, A,) dh, where fl-r(~, A,) is entire in A1 . But for 
a.a. such 7, @(T, A,) = A(& r)/(sd(A, , T) dX,), th us completing the proof of (II) 
and Proposition 6. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let (&(A)} be a mollifying sequence such that #+)w [I X \ + 2(d)l/7 is 
bounded and 1 +,@)I = O(\ h \-rd+“)) for h E Rd. (See the proof of Proposition 5.) 
We let #%(A) be a version of &(A) d;‘(h) that vanishes a.e. with respect to the 
singular measure A,(&). Then t,& EL~(R~, d) since 
< c (‘t/j I-‘“+“‘)I +n(&)l w[I Aj I + 2(d)‘/9 
j 
< og. 
Here hj is such that ( &&)[ = max{l &(A): A E R(j, l)]. By the Paley-Wiener 
theorem 
1 exp(--it * A) &(A) dh = s exp(--it * A) &(A) d(dA) 
vanishes for I t 1 > n-1. Hence for E > n-1 and S = (t : ] t [ < l ) &is orthoginal 
to il(d, SC) and by (3.1.2), & E fl(d, L,). 
To show that &(A) g a rees a.e. [A] with an entire function of strong exponential 
type L, it suffices by Proposition 1 to prove d(dA) is regular at L, . For this we 
choose a positive h < 1. Schwartz’s inequality gives 
s J&t A)) 41 h 0. 
Thus, (2.7) implies condition (2.6) and by Proposition 5 d(dh) is regular at 
each bounded set KC Rd. 
Since $$) -+ 1 and d;‘(A) = &(A)/+,Jh), we see that 0;’ is entire and of 
strong exponential type L. Since d,(dA) is supported on {A : &(A) = 0) we see 
that d, is supported 2 = (A : Ail(h) = 0} = n (A : L(A) = 0} and the proof 
is complete. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let S C Rd be compact and fix s E S. Denote the projection of exp(is . A) 
onto fl(d, Se) by g(X). W e must show that g E $‘(A, a,S). But 8,s = 
(S + L) n (SC) and by [17], f7(0, SC) n &l, S + L) = f7(d, 8,s). Since 
g E g(A, SC) it suffices to show g E &I, S + L) or, and this is the same, that 
h(h) = exp(is . A) - g(h) E ZZ(A, S + L). 
For t # S, 0 = s exp(--it . A) h(h) d(A), and by Fourier inversion h(X) d(dh)= 
k(h) dh where K(h) is a square-integrable entire function of strong exponential 
type S. By the proposition in [17] there exists a mollifying sequence (&(A)> 
with jRd 1 &(h)F(A)I dh < CO. Hence, &(h)F(h) is bounded on Rd. Then, 
w M4 4% = 6) A(4 converges to h in L2(Rd, A). It suffices to show 
for E > 0 and n-l < E that &h is in i7(d, (S + L),), and by Proposition 2 it is 
enough to observe that &h eL2(Rd, dh) (this is obvious since both +fi) and 
+%(A) d;‘(A) are bounded on R\while hz(R”, A)), a&then prove &h(t) is 
supported on (S + LkBut &h(t) = (&F)(t) = R *&F(t) and k(t) is sup- 
ported on S while &F(t) is supported on L, so that &h(t) is supported 
onS+L, =(S+L),. 
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